


Mott the hoople 
DEATH MAY BE YOUR SANTA CLAUS
After 34 years the greatest rock band in the world got back together for a 
reunion at the Hammersmith Odeon, London, in October 2009. I flew back to 
the UK for the occasion. I went to their shows for three nights, twice to shoot 
and once for pleasure, and what a pleasure it was. I, and three old friends 
from college days, drank and rocked the night away. This band started my 
infatuation with rock’n’roll. By the time they hit the stage, Ian Hunter the lead 
singer was 70 – rock’n’roll really has grown up.

BAllAD oF Mott 
I changed my name in search of fame to find the Midas touch,
I wish I’d never wanted then what I want now twice as much,

I’ve crossed the mighty oceans and I’ve had a few divides,
But you never lose in emotion, because you find too much inside

You know the tales we tell, you know the bands so well
And still I feel they let you down

Rock’n’Roll’s a loser’s game, it mesmerises and I can’t explain
The reasons for the sights and for the sounds

The grease paint still sticks to their face
So what the hell I cannot erase 

The Rock’n’Roll feeling from my mind  
[Kindly reproduced with permission from Universal Music.]





Ac/Dc 
IT’S A LONG WAY TO THE TOP IF YOU  

WANNA ROCK’N’ROLL 
You cannot help but smile when a 57-year-old man walks on stage in a school 
uniform and proceeds to duck walk and play 20 minute guitar solos – the fans 

love it!! The music remains the same and these two shots, taken close to 20 
years apart, are much the same, aside from the extensive stage props that now 

appear. A bloody locomotive on stage! Bloody brilliant.



BjÖrk
NOD’S AS GOOD AS A WINK

Björk taken at the Big Day Out in 1995; this is one of my most published photos. First published in Q magazine in the UK and Juice magazine in  
Australia, it became very popular, so much so it ended up on Björk’s autobiography cover. It’s difficult to let go of a photo when you love it and I still  

submit it for publication whenever a Björk story is being published. She was as eccentric as you would expect and I spent a flight between Melbourne 
and Adelaide sitting next to her. She spoke in Icelandic to me and cared not that I understood nothing she said. Years later I had the pleasure of  

watching her sing ABBA songs around the piano of the Adelaide Hilton bar at post Big Day Out drinks. 





DuFFy 
BIG THINGS IN SMALL PACKAGES 

Taken at the Metro Theatre, Sydney, in 2008. This was taken just before the 
soundcheck. She was very sweet and obliging in the shoot and was desperate 

to do photos outside so she could have a cigarette. She couldn’t have 
been sweeter. Small in stature, it was a gob smacking experience when the 
petite young girl finished the photos, casually walked onto the stage for the 

soundcheck with an experienced band (as in not her age group, great players) 
and produced such a powerful voice. An absolutely brilliant voice, great 

material; Dusty would have been proud.





elvis costello
MY AIM IS TRUE
Lots of artists find photo sessions a necessary evil so as a consequence it’s 
often an advantage to make it as convenient as possible to do the photo shoot. 
This was taken at the soundcheck to Elvis’s concert at the now defunct Her 
Majesty’s Theatre in Chinatown, Sydney. The gig part of the Burt Bacharach 
Painted From Memory tour was record by Triple J, with only Steve Nieve as 
accompaniment. It was one of the the greatest concerts I’ve witnessed. I have 
a feeling Elvis is one of those musicians who only relates to other musicians. 



MArthA wAinwright
WEDDING ENVY

Photographed in the back streets of Surry Hills. After the photo shoot 
we retired to the Hopetoun pub for a quick refreshment that turned into 

not so quick refreshment. I couldn’t help myself and asked Martha about 
her wedding and who played, as she comes from a sort of rock royalty 

background. Much to my envy, Richard Thompson played at the wedding. 
Martha asked who played at my wedding, and when I humbly said the 

Killjoys she gushed what a fan she was and the envy was reversed.










